200 New Cases of Multiple Sclerosis Are Diagnosed Every Week and they need specialists to take care of them and facilities to support them!

Dear Friends of the Foundation,

An AAN study forecasts that the supply of MS healthcare workers would fall 20% below demand in just four years by the year 2020. Opportunities for specialized training in MS are few - the Foundation of the Consortium of MS Centers exists to meet this challenge and needs your support.

The Foundation has supported over 450 medical students, rehabilitation therapy trainees, resident scholars and fellows and even biostatisticians who have benefited from our Workforce of the Future programs. We have specialized training opportunities for professional growth, Research Awards and funding for specialized Fellowships. Our database of past recipients of these programs and their career status ensures that we can demonstrate the direct connection between your support and the success of current MS healthcare professionals and those professionals-in-training.

All of these programs are dependent upon contributions from supporters like you. We hope you will provide your support, small or large! We are all asked to give to many deserving charities, but few if any provide support for the next generation of MS professionals! Please click on the logo below or send your check payable to FCMSC and mail to 3 University Plaza Drive, Suite 116, Hackensack, NJ 07601 and continue or become a Friend of the Foundation today. We are very grateful for your support!

Regards,

Gary R. Cutter, MS PhD
President, FCMSC Board of Trustees

Look at how your donations help shape the future of MS professionals!

Click on the Friends of Foundation logo to donate now!

MEDICAL STUDENT RESEARCH SCHOLARSHIPS

Two month research project in a clinical/research setting under a CMSC mentor, presenting at CMSC Annual Meeting
MS REHABILITATION STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS
Gives access to education for rehabilitation community at CMSC Annual meeting and through a 35 hour specialized training at three MS CMSC Centers.

MS MENTORSHIP FORUM SCHOLARS
Residents and fellows convene with expert faculty and peer mentors who have begun promising careers in MS.

MS NEUROLOGY RESIDENT ANNUAL MEETING SCHOLARSHIPS
Provides specialized MS education to supplement current Neurology training programs.

Click on the logo to make your donation now!

We want to hear your story! We know you have one to share.
We want to hear from you for the next Pillars issue! Share with us your pathway to a career in Multiple Sclerosis care; give a shout-out to your mentor; tell us a funny story; give us suggestions for future articles in Pillars. Please submit to info@cmscfoundation.org
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